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Majestic, noble, brave – lions, with their tawny coats and luminous eyes, have inspired countless stories,
traditions and beliefs. Whether we are seduced by their beauty or drawn to danger, we want to be near them.
No other animal has had such an enduring symbolic resonance; lions have been painted on wood and canvas,
chiselled in stone, cast in metal and featured on the pages of medieval manuscripts. In this lavishly illustrated
book, Deirdre Jackson draws on the latest scientific research, folklore, travel literature, lion tamers' memoirs
and little-known sources to guide readers on a memorable cultural safari.Roaring lions sound invincible, but
like other large, wide-ranging predators they are in danger of disappearing. Poised at the top of the ecological
pyramid, these adaptable and gregarious animals have always been far less plentiful than those on which they
prey. The vulnerable African lion is now confined to the sub-Sahara, and its Asian cousin is critically
endangered. Lion, one of the few books to consider both, traces our relationship with the animals through the
centuries and paints a fresh picture of these charismatic creatures.
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From reader reviews:

Eric Bass:

Typically the book Lion (Animal) has a lot associated with on it. So when you read this book you can get a
lot of advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. The author makes some research before
write this book. That book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this article book.

Nancy Baumgardner:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Attempt
to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't assess book by its deal with may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside search
likes. Maybe you answer may be Lion (Animal) why because the great cover that make you consider in
regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the outside
or cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this book.

Peter Chatman:

This Lion (Animal) is great publication for you because the content which can be full of information for you
who else always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it facts
accurately using great plan word or we can state no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but hard
core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Lion (Animal) in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no book that offer you world
throughout ten or fifteen minute right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Heya Mr.
and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt which?

John Yates:

You may get this Lion (Animal) by go to the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it may to
be your solve trouble if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only
through written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era like now, you just
looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own personal
ways to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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